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ICC,  President  Sang-Hyun Song
Postbus 19519, 2500 CM Den Haag,    OTP-CR-407/07

Buckingham palace/Downingstreet 10
London SW1A  1AA   United Kingdom

International Bar Assosiation
10th Floor, 1 Stephen St.    London W1T 1AT  United Kingdom

FBI Headquarters
935 Pennsylvania Avenue NW Washington D.C. 20535-0001  USA 

Army Families Federation
IDL 414, Floor1, Zone 7   Rammillies building Marlborough Lines
Monxton road, Andover SP11 8HJ  United kingdom

ICC continues lies, torture & murder-attempt on  starter of NL-lawcase  what causes war & terrorism 
= criminal ICC-employees  are free to stay in their powerful position thank to their labour contract.

President Sang-Hyun Song,  
You ingore my letters of Objection of 15oct2010 and  2dec2010.
This is clearly a murder-attempt on me & my children. You try to kill me  because you don't want 
civilizations to know 'that ICC-employees lie, torture & murder Startes of lawcases ..or other victims'.

You don't care for the danger of terrorism you causes, neither for all the persons who  get injuried or 
die in warzone due to your criminal acts.

When I read the ICC-website,   I notice that prosecutor mr Luis Moreno Ocampo is free to stay in his 
powerful position until his labourcontract is expired in july 2012.  Other criminal ICC-employees can 
stay in their job too!  You simply ignore the fact that you are warlords yourself!
Even now the African Union has turned away from ICC,  because ICC is a racial courtsystem that 
refuses to prosecute against leader like Obama, Balkenende/Rutte,  Brown/Cameron...or other 
presidents from other continents...you still present yourself 'as a fair courtsystem with fair-working 
methods'.
 
Thus?  Coming 14 months criminal ICC-employees are free to continue their lies about lawcases 
they receive against EU-politicians & EU-courtsystems. Free to cause more terrorism & (civil)wars on 
Earth.     You are barbarian monsters, who enjoy to destroy human lives.

Buckingham Palace/Downingstreet 10
You work with my evidence but don't demand that  criminal ICC-employees  are removed from this 
courtsystem  and are being replaced with professional educated intelligent new employees, who want 
to stop crimes against humanity and other warcrimes.   This means that you want ICC to torture & 
murder me.  You also want an increase in the number of riots, wars & terrorism-risk, worldwide. 

You misuse my evidence 'to select a new Head-prosecutor for ICC who will be the successor of mr 
Luis Moreno Ocampo in 2012,  without explaining to Earth which damage criminal ICC-employees 
cause / have caused in human lives'.  Civilizations may not discover that you want ICC to stay a 
corrupt working courtsystem that must keep EU-leaders above the law. 
Obviously you don't care for all the victims you cause! 

International Bar Assosiation
I know that lawyers are very angry with the way ICC-files are being build by ICC-employees. 
Evidence is unreliable and should not be used to put person in ICC-prison with.  

Its not enough that IBA-lawyers recognize this situation!
You work together with very clever war-criminals who have given themselves a job within ICC, to be 
free to do whatever they please with Human bodies.  

IBA must demand transparency on:
• the number of files brought to ICC per year, categorized per country.
• against which presidents & politicians -  which national courtsystems - victims have started a 

lawcase, for which type of self-defence. 
• a clear procedures in connection with all files that are brought to ICC, but are now hidden 

from civilizations for reasons of favoursim & corruption among EU-leaders and other 
leaders... taking part in this specific type of corruption. 

• a clear procedures for the assignment of lawyers for victims who start a lawcase.
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IBA, criminal ICC-employees simply ignore their legal oligations anchored in the Statute of Rome and 
Court-regulations whenever they want to be free to be war-lords themselves.  In coöperation with 
presidents & politicians.      You may no longer ignore their methods of working!

Army Families Federation
You have been reading my websites. See CD added speciall for AFF. Today I turn to you with a very 
important instruction, for the self-protection of UK-soldiers and other war-victims.  The situation is 
painful, therefore I suggest that you work together with www.ncvo-vol-org.uk on the building of legal 
frames you need.   I trust you to contact other veterans & families involved. 

Downingstreet 10 hides very important information for UK-soldiers and others.  Both, Gordon Brown 
& David Cameron hide that fact that ICC-employees cause war & terrorism for fun. They are asked to 
do so by EU-leaders, UN, Nato... As you know, only Africa protests against ICC-methods.

Its time UK-soldiers/veterans &  Army families take controle over their own lives.  Why?
I know for a fact that Afghanistan-warvictims are now building their files against Nato-countries & 
soldiers. They want justice for the pain Nato causes in their lives. If they can't go to an Afghanistan-
courtsystem,  they will start lawcases within ICC.   The fact that they know that ICC is a corrupt 
courtsystem makes them very strong in courtroom!  They will win all their cases.... 
They only have to refer to the fact that ICC lies about lawcases against EU-leaders. These lies prove 
that EU-leaders are guilty of 'crimes against humanity' themselves, what implicates that EU-leaders 
never intended to end conflicts with courtsystems = they want violence & war in Afghanistan.

When the Afghanistan-people start lawcases against Nato-countries & individual soldiers, EU-leaders 
will create new lies. They want to stay above the law and sacrifice civilians & soldiers for their image.

What can UK-soldiers do for self-protection?
• Take your UK-constitution and UK-laws that make it possible to start lawcases against PMs & 

MPs for 'misconduct = crimes against humanity'. In NL,   the people have to turn to the 
Dutch supreme court for this trial = article 76-procedure 'Wet op de Rechterlijke organisatie'. 

• Take the Torture-treaty. Its on my websites, even in English. 
Based on this treaty Downingstreet 10 is legally obliged to inform the UK-people about whats 
going on within the Int.Criminal Court.      My evidence proves that Downingstreet 10 has 
been hiding this very important legal facts for a few years, although Taliban & Al qaida read 
my evidence since 2006.      This proves that Brown/Cameron and their MPs want to be 
guilty of 'crimes against humanity'.   The Torture-treaty forces Downingstreet 10 to stop war-
crimes conducted by ICC-employees!    
Brown & Cameron  refuse to stop ICC-criminals... to keep themselves above the law....

• Next,  you  must write a very clear letter to Downingstreet 10, in which you explain that 
Brown & Cameron and other MPs  have been hiding the truth about ICC.  
Inherent to this fact is that  UK-soldiers have been working / are working in carefully created 
'crimes against humanity by PMs & MPs'. 
Brown & Cameron force UK-soldiers to operate in criminal settings.
Because of this, its now possible for Afghanistan-warvictims to start lawcases against 
individual UK-soldiers....who can be put in ICC-prison for their work in Afghanistan.

• Add the injured & death soldiers to your letter; name, job in Afghanistan, numbers.... etc..
Demand that Downingstreet 10 explains to you and the UK-people 'what they have been 
doing for which reasons ....in connection with ICC'.  
Expain that you will start a lawcase against them within the UK-courtsystem that judges on 
'misconduct = crimes against humanity conducted by  Brown & Cameron and (former) 
Ministers of Defence & Statesecretaries'.
Demand the truth about ICC in UK-courtroom.
Demand a payment for the damage Downingstreet 10 causes/ has caused UK-soldiers.

• When you undertake this lawcase for your self-protection, the Afghan-warvictims can't put 
UK-soldiers in ICC-prison.  Downingstreet 10 PMs & MPs will be put in ICC-prison.     

When you will start this lawcase against Downingstreet 10, you will be true Peace to 
warzone..after all.... And you will protect EU-countries from falling into chaos.

Desiree Stokkel 
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